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aflfui contr:~an~e: “He certainly engineered the 
electIon campalgn beautifully.” 

&sign implies purpose. as in Robert Frost’s 
wonderful poem, Desjgn. which ends: 

Wha$ busrness had that flo%er in be!ng tihlte. 
The waysloe innocent and blue heal alI7 
What drove the imdred spider to that height 

end 2teered the white wngs IhIther 10 Ihe n:ght” 

What but a desien of darltness to ,Pppall. 

If desgn govern in a thing 50 Small. 

Perhaps tha usages of design. engineer. etc. are 
different in the UK. Wasn’t it G.B. Shaw who said 

the British end the American5 are one people 
divided by a common language? 

-l_l_-_P- --_-- 

Being pendentives rather than spandrels1 could 
not keep the ‘spandrels of San Marco’ from 
becommg shorthand for the controversial2 
anti-atlaptationist programme of Gould and 
LcwontnQ. These authors had exposed 
shortcomings of the theory of natural selection by 
an architectural analogy. and suggested a role for 
constructional constraints in evolution. Alasdair 
hsuston recently reviewed the analogy In TREE, 
and coilcluded that the anti-adaptatiomst view is 
‘in ruins”. I agree; but so is classical 
adaptatlonism. 

Gould and Lewontm argued that the 
‘adaptationist programme has dominated 
evolut!onary thought in England and the Untled 
States It !s based on the faith in the power of 
natural selectron as an optrrntzing agent’ I. The 
trouble with selection 1s that It often IS conce!ved 
of as if it was a causal natural law. as Asa Gray 
cautioned as early as 1857 (Ref. 4). But 
selection. rather. is a deductive generalization of 
a comtllon aspect of innumerable. essentially 
independent historical events. On this background 
one might wonder which fundamental difference 
was perceived between evolution driven by natural 
selection and evolution canalized by 
constructional constraints in the first place. 
Consider an animal which never reproduces 
because it fails to exploit efficiently the 
environmental resources, and an embryo which 
dies because of a hereditary morphogenetlc 
defect. What do we gain by insisting that the 
former event is a case of natural selection, 
whereas the latter exemplifies the impact of 
non-adaptive constraints wltliln the organlsmlc 
constructmn? 

The geographlcal specification in the above 
quotation might in fact be linguistic 111 nature, In 
English ‘fiatural selection’ usually denotes 
Processes leading to adaptations of organisms to 
the external environments. Internal constraints 
whlCh enforce certain constructional features 

appear independent of selection in this sense. 
This is exactly where the spandrel analogy strikes. 
Houston IlOW ciaimS that pendentives ‘are 

adaptive In that they constitute a better design’. 
But how does he decide better for what and better 
than what? Only by analysing constructions. 
without any reference to the environment. Far 
from supportmg classical adaptatiomsm. Houston 
circumvents the spandrel analogy by extending 
the concepts of adaptedness and selectlon to the 
Internal functional relations of constructions. 

In other languages ‘natural selection’ was not 
always understood in the restricted sense Ihat 
triggered the anti-adaptationist cr:tlque6. In the 
German literature ‘internal selection’ has been 
discussed for decades’? a reply to the spandrel 
analogy. which in effect comprises Houston’s 
argument, is available in English as Welles. 
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I thank Peters for drawing my attention to various 
pubkcatlons that discuss adaptabon and 
constraints. I agree vdith many of the pornts made 
by Peters’. but I think it is a bit extreme to say 
that Peters’ ‘in effect cornpnses Houston’s 
argument’. The particular points that I was trying 
to make are: (!.) Oennett: correctly emphasized 
that pendentives are not a logical necessity and 
(2) Mark3 has argued that peldentives are a 
better option than squinches for a large building. 
These points are not made by Peters’. It IS also 
worth pointing out that the probability that a 
butldtng falls down depends not lust on Its 
construction (‘intemal functlondl relations’) but 
also on its enwronment. The approach used by 
Mark” considers both of these factors. and so 
does a complete analysis of biological adaptation. 
It may, however, be profitable in some 
circumstances to concentrate on one of these 
factors. What Peters refers to as ‘classical 
adaptationism’ may be just a tendency to 
concentrate on the environment, rather than an 
assumption that only the environment is 
important. 
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A.R. Ennos recently reviewed In TREEmany of 
the ecologlcal consequences of wind impacts 
on plants’, Including the possibility that 
wind-toughened leaves could enhance plant 
resrstance to herbivory. The impact of wind flexure 
on plaiat resistance to both herbrvor-es and 
pathogens may be quite widespread and has a 
broader basis in plant biochemistry. An examination 
of the hterature on thigmomorphogenesis (growth 
responses to touch, including wind) indicates that 
many thigmomorphogenetic responses share 
biochemical or genetic factors with responses to 
pests? 3. 

We have found that bean plants flexed by 
relatively gentle winds (3 m sec.;) for only one hour 
twice per day are significandy more resistant to 
spider mites and anthracnose fungus after five 
days (Ref. 5. and I;npublished data). This effect 
increases as a function of exposure time and wmd 
speed. Enhanced resistance is accompamed by 
Increases in peroxidase activity, lignification and 
clnnamoyl alcohol dehydrogenase activity. These 
responses are widely implicated in acquired 
resistance to herbivores and pathogens in many 
plant specie@. and so enhanced resistance upon 
flerure may be a wldespread phenomenon. Wind 
speeds in our experiments were not sufficient to 
alter basic plant physiology (e.g. photosynthesis, 
stomata1 opening) or induce noticeable ‘xerophylly’. 

The frequent observation that insects and 
disease appear less common on plants growing on 
exposed sites partly may be due to hostile 
physical conditions. However, we point out that the 
underlying physiological and biochemical bases of 
plant responses to wind are shared in many 
aspects with responses to other stresses, 
including pests: we suggest that individual plant 
resistance per se to these additional stressors is 
probably elevated as exposure to wind flexure 
increases. 
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Cipollini and Schultz’s letter highlights the oetvasive 
effect of wind on numerous aspects of tree ecology. I 
feel their work also illustrates an importan_ point to 
be home in lnind by ecologists when they work on 
the effect of the wind. It is not enough merely to 
show that plants that are subjected to wmd or 
mechanical stimulation are different from totally 
unstimulated plants. The total lack of any me 
chanical stimulation is, aftcr all, highly unnatural. It 
is also essential. as Cipollini and Schultz have done. 
to show that there is a graded response, In which 
plants subjected to higher and lower windspeeds or 
to wind for longer or shorter periods are different. 

The fact that they have shown that the 
increased resistance to herbivores and pathogens 

is accompanied by a greater degree of Pignlflcat!on 
may also be significant. There is growmg evidemze 
that lnechanical toughness is an important 
defence of plants against both herbivory and 
microbial decompositionz. The increased 
resistance they have found may therefore have 
been mediated by the increased toughness which 
lignlflcatlon Lonfers. 
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Carthew and Goldingayl review non-flymg 
mammals as pollinators and, in keeping with their 
goal, disregard bats. As an interesting extension 
to Catthew and Goldingay’s review, however. it 
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bile the need to quantify patterns 
of giobal biodiversity is urgent, the 

relative utility ot various biodiversity met- 
rics is often unckar’. The most c(~rnrno~~y 
used measure of biodiversity k taxon rich- 
ness - the number of species (or higher 
taxa) present in an assemblage or a region. 
.A. n?!mbe: of Y-:rcct st:~di~s have also 
used phylogenetic relationships to gener- 
ate biodiversity indices that weight taxa, 
in part, by their genealogical distance 

from other taxal-1”. However. other 
aspects of biolog.,,. yu. +ll ~4ety. namely moa- 
phological and ecological diversity, have 
received relatively little attention ir; this 
context. We define rn~r~~l~~ogica~ 

ntitative estimate of the 
ulion of taxa in a multidi- 

mensional space (morphospace) that has 
axes that represent measures of morphol- 
ogy. This definition of morphological 
diversity is different, both cfualitatively 

Wght Interest ihe reader that in New Zealand 
there IS il?Ystaona t;bercubta2, a ba: that can 
fly, but of?en crawls or runs about 3n the forest 
floor. where it eats invertebrates, flowers, fruit, 
possibly pollen. snd pollinates Dacty/znrhus 
taY/or;l. an endangered endemic plant that lives 

parasitically orI the roots of other plantss. Smce 
this bat crawls and does not fly to tne plant, tl,e 
flowers of which tt poll!rlates. there might be 
some justification to giving it an ‘honorary’ 
mention ip a review on non-flying mammals as 
pollinator;. 
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and quantitatively, from the estimates of 
relative morphological distance (based 
on explicit models of character change) 

one can necessarily serve as a proxy for 
anotherl,:i,h. 

s in laxonomic di- 

king random, have i~~pfi~ations for under- 
lying evolutionary mechanisms 
~~~~titat~ve data on geographic 
rno~p~o~ogica~ diversity for most living traxa 

I-BPal or global scale remain 
gh a iimited set of studies 

that do provide direct and indirert esti- 
mates of rnor~bo~og~~~ diversity for living 

graphic trends. Quan- 
ly designed to assess 
bution of morphologi- 
be useful for under- 

modern ecosystems. 

One must contend with three related is- 
sues in assessing morphological diversity. 


